2015 nissan frontier crew cab

The Nissan Frontier gains one new exterior color and standard moonroof on long wheelbase SL
models. The Nissan Frontier is a midsize truck sold in five grades, two cab styles, two cab
lengths, and in rear- or four-wheel-drive configurations. The Nissan Frontier is available with a
2. Off-road performance is where the Frontier excels, especially in the Pro-4X trim with the V-6
engine. Additionally, it remains just as capable on pavement with "carlike steering" and
"suspension tuning that rides well on- and off-road. The I-4, however, is a disappointment due
to its lack of output and little fuel economy benefit despite its hp and lb-ft deficit compared to
the V The Frontier's interior focuses on being utilitarian with fold up rear seats, a dual glove
box, and a large central console storage area make the trucks interior functional. Features such
as leather seats, and NissanConnect with smartphone integration and navigation are available
to give owners connectivity options in their trucks. Depending on the cab and drivetrain
combination the Nissan Frontier has a three- or four-star safety rating from the NHTSA out of a
possible five stars. The Nissan Frontier is a good choice for those looking for a utilitarian
midsize truck with excellent capabilities and a great balance of on- and off-road performance. In
a First Test review, we said that "the Frontier is enduring and fun to drive" due to its excellent
all-around performance despite the aging V-6 engine. Its interior, while conservatively designed,
is highly functional with its folding rear seats and many storage cubbies for small items.
However, available tech features are not as plentiful as newcomers like the GMC Canyon and
Chevrolet Colorado with only NissanConnect with navigation and smartphone integration
available on the most expensive variants. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair
Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to
bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Available V-6 engine
Off-road capabilities Functional interior. Weak I-4 Average fuel economy Dated interior design.
Expand All New for Key Competitors. All Model Years Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. These guys are amazing!!! The payments are even lower than
what i was expecting!!! Less than 2 weeks later I sent my sister down, and once again Eric
Howard at United Nissan made it happen!!! Friendly, helpful and patient. Enjoyed our buying
experience. I think it helped that we took in our pre approval as well. I contacted Nissan they
answered my questions unfortunately it was a convertible I have been looking for a low mile
Nissan z for awhile from a Nissan dealer since that is my dream car. If they have any hardtop
automatic z with less than 70k miles I would not hesitate to call them, they were very friendly.
They responded very quickly very much helpful informing and no pressure in trying to get you
to buy a car and was very informative on options when your ready to buy a car. Super friendly
and also offered other choices of cars that became available since my initial inquiry. They have
a great warranty program when you purchase a car there. Unfortunately,I decided on a
completely different auto else where. I do recommend Serve Auto as an option if they have the
type of car you want. Dealership was very friendly and professional. Service was good although
the process was a bit lengthy. The transaction went smoothly they were very cooperative I
would recommend him again. Great people at Rocks Auto Exchange. Thank you Brian
Hammans for your help. I recommend anyone to visit these guys the next time you need a
vehicle. Excellent customer service. We had a great experience with the guys at Rocks Auto.
They were very friendly and worked with us to secure the vehicle we wanted. We appreciate it!
Got email back that the truck needed body work and won't be ready for a while. I don't if they
will get back to me. There are no other details. The truck is just not available. I was looking for a
specific car but test drove a similar one here. I was so impressed by their honesty and
transparency about the work done on the car. Speaking of the work, they really take pride in
making the car feel brand new. If it wasn't for me finding the model I was looking for, I would
have gone back and gotten the one I drove because I would have felt confident I was getting a
good, dependable car. I talked with many dealers, and these guys were by far the most helpful
and accommodating. I would shop with them again. I was contacted by the salesman and he
said the truck had a rusted frame and could not be sold. A few days later I received a email from
car gurus stating that that vehicle had been sold. They were great. Paul responded quick and he
was friendly. He had what we were looking for and worked hard to get us where we needed to be
to purchase. Fantastic experience!! Very unorganized. Made the two hour drive up but no one
had any idea I was coming up. The dealer was prompt in returning email, and called with details
of the truck I was interested in. The price is a bit more than I'm willing to pay, so I'm going to
keep on looking. The sales rep said they would get in touch if anything matching my list of
features comes across their lot. Easy to deal with. Fair trade in allowance. Clear explanations to
questions asked. Happy with our experience. Compact pickups are making somewhat of a
resurgence these days, and the Nissan Frontier is one of the reasons why. Available in 2 bed
lengths, a standard 5-foot bed or the 6. Again, however, except for the Desert Runner, all trims
return eligible for available part-time 4-wheel drive 4WD , with said 4WD returning standard

aboard the Pro-4X. Some changes to this bite-size pickup for include a standard 5-inch audio
touchscreen for the SV and Desert Runner that now embraces NissanConnect and Mobile Apps
for WiFi capability. Additionally, a hard-drive-based navigation system debuts as standard
equipment aboard the Pro-4X, while for the upcoming model year, the SL with 6. Also returning
for the Frontiers in Crew cab garb, as well as in higher King cab trim levels and in all
4WD-packing iterations, is a peppy 4. Towing oomph with the V6, meanwhile, maxes out at 6,
pounds. All 4WD-equipped Frontier trims, by the way, come with a 2-speed transfer case and
auto-locking hubs, with those 4WD trim levels carrying the automatic transmission also
boasting hill-start assist and descent control. The 4WD-only Pro-4X, meantime, also sports a
standard locking rear differential. Appearance-wise, depending on the cab configuration,
transmission and trim level, expect , or inch steel or alloy wheels, a trailer hitch and wiring,
underbody skid plates, high-performance shock absorbers, all-terrain tires, an off-road
suspension and, in the case of the SL long-bed edition, that new-for power sunroof. Inside,
again depending on the trim level, transmission and cab configuration, look for cloth
upholstery, heated power-adjustable front seats, full power accessories, air conditioning or auto
climate control in upper-level trims , cruise control and tilt-wheel steering. Higher trim levels
can additionally be delivered with a standard single-CD player sporting 6 speakers and satellite
radio, while Crew cab versions of the Pro-4X get a standard speaker Rockford Fosgate premium
stereo bolstering the newly standard navigation system. The Pro-4X, furthermore, returns
eligible for the available Luxury Package boasting a sunroof, a roof rack with crossbars, heated
power-adjustable outside mirrors and leather upholstery. Finally, standard safety equipment
aboard each Frontier offering for includes 4-wheel antilock brakes ABS , as well as front
side-mounted airbags, and front and rear head airbags. The SL and Pro-4X trim levels also sport
standard dusk-sensing headlights and a remote antitheft alarm. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Nissan
Frontier listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Best deals first. Authorized Nissan Dealer. CarGurus User. Request Information.
Image Not Available. Private Seller: Raymond. Imperial, MO Message Seller. CarGurus Pay.
Private Seller: Jesse. Madisonville, LA Message Seller. Private Seller: Dan. Greenfield, IN
Message Seller. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? The Nissan Frontier remains a decent pick for
a midsize pickup truck, thanks to its brawny V6 engine, surprisingly good ride quality and, in
Pro-4X trim, solid off-road capability. GM's new midsize trucks feel far more modern from
behind the wheel, though, and have much nicer interiors to boot. Although full-size pickup
trucks grab most of the headlines in the U. That's the reason midsize trucks like the Nissan
Frontier have stuck around all these years. Indeed, the current Frontier hit the road long before
the Great Recession, and while it's not the freshest design out there, Nissan has kept it
reasonably up to date. The updates continue this year, as the automaker has expanded the
availability of its NissanConnect interface, which includes Bluetooth audio connectivity,
hands-free text messaging and integrated smartphone apps, to Frontiers without a navigation
system. It's a small change but a nod to the reality that tech features matter, even in a pickup. In
other respects, though, the Frontier's cabin is starting to show its age. The controls are simple
enough, but the quality of the materials is unimpressive for this class and, even in the crew cab,
the backseat is surprisingly cramped for a truck that purports to be midsize. You'll also notice
signs of age when you're turning and stopping, as the Nissan Frontier has the slow steering and
spongy brake pedal feel that was once endemic to all pickups. However, the Frontier's
considerable off-road chops in Pro-4X trim help balance some of its age-related deficits, while
utility features like movable cargo tie-downs, a spray-in bedliner and a sliding bed extender
make it as useful as many full-size trucks. But there's no sugar coating the reality that the
Frontier's appeal has slipped in the midsize pickup class. The similarly dated Toyota Tacoma
shares many of its faults, but has a more accommodating backseat and a more fuel-efficient
four-cylinder engine, while the GM trucks are far better to drive on paved roads and have much
nicer interiors. There's still a case to be made for buying a Frontier if off-road activities are high
on your list or you plan to make frequent use of the cargo bed, but the majority of shoppers will
probably prefer one of its rivals. The Nissan Frontier is a compact-to-midsize pickup that's
offered in extended cab known as the King Cab and crew cab body styles. King Cab models

come with fold-down rear jump seats and a 6. On two-wheel-drive King Cabs with a manual
transmission, the entry-level S trim level includes inch steel wheels, rear privacy glass, front
bucket seats with a flat-folding front passenger seat and cloth upholstery. Select the automatic
transmission for the King Cabs S, and you'll also get standard air-conditioning, cruise control,
steering wheel audio controls, Bluetooth phone connectivity and a four-speaker sound system
with a CD player and auxiliary input; these items can be added to the manual version via the S
Preferred package. Meanwhile, crew cabs with the S trim add the V6 engine, inch steel wheels, a
sliding rear window and a six-speaker audio system as standard. Options for the SV V6 model
include a Value Truck package that adds foglights, rear parking sensors, a rearview camera, a
sliding bed extender, adjustable cargo tie-downs, a Class IV trailer hitch, dual-zone automatic
climate control, heated front seats, an auto-dimming rearview mirror and two extra speakers on
King Cabs. The Desert Runner 2WD V6 only in either cab configuration builds on the base SV
equipment list, adding special exterior and interior styling details, foglights, high-performance
shock absorbers, off-road tires and an eight-way manual driver seat. For serious off-roaders,
there's the four-wheel-drive-only Pro-4X, which features the off-road tires and specially tuned
shocks along with a locking rear differential, underbody skid plates, automatic headlights, a 5.
Pro-4X crew cabs get a speaker Rockford Fosgate audio system as well. The Pro-4X Luxury
package automatic-equipped crew cabs only adds a sunroof, roof rack with crossbars, heated
mirrors, leather upholstery, power-adjustable front seats eight-way driver, four-way passenger
and a rear-seat center console. The top SL trim automatic crew cabs only loses the Pro-4X's
off-road-oriented equipment, but retains most of the items in the Pro-4X Luxury package,
including a sunroof for long-bed SLs the sunroof is a stand-alone option for short-bed SLs.
Additional standard features include inch alloy wheels and side steps that ease access to the
cab. The trailer hitch and bed extender remain optional on the Frontier SL. The Nissan Frontier
is offered with a choice of two engines. Extended-cab S and SV models come standard with a 2.
A five-speed manual and rear-wheel drive are standard, and a five-speed automatic is optional.
Four-wheel drive is not available with the four-cylinder engine. Optional for the SV and standard
for the rest of the King Cab lineup -- as well as all of the Frontier crew-cab models -- is a 4. In
Edmunds performance testing, an automatic-equipped Pro-4X crew cab went from zero to 60
mph in 8. Except for the specialized Desert Runner and Pro-4X models, the V6 Frontier gives
you a choice of rear- or four-wheel drive. The Frontier uses a part-time 4WD system with a
low-range transfer case. Automatic transmission-equipped 4WD models also have hill start
assist and hill descent control, while the Pro-4X has a locking rear differential. Properly
equipped, four-cylinder models can tow up to 3, pounds, while V6 versions can tow as much as
6, pounds. Every Nissan Frontier comes standard with antilock disc brakes, stability control,
front seat side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. Also standard is a brake-activated
limited-slip differential. Rear parking sensors and a rearview camera are available on all
Frontiers except the S, SV four-cylinder and Desert Runner models. In Edmunds brake testing, a
Frontier Pro-4X came to a stop from 60 mph in feet, a fairly common stopping distance for an
off-road-oriented truck with all-terrain tires. The Frontier crew cab received the top rating of
"Good" in moderate-overlap frontal-offset, side-impact and roof-strength tests conducted by the
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. Unless squeezing every last mile from a gallon of fuel is
your overriding priority, forget the Frontier's sluggish 2. The fuel economy penalty for opting for
the stout 4. We'll acknowledge that a V6-powered, crew cab Frontier with the six-speed manual
transmission is a tempting and increasingly rare package, but most buyers are going to find the
five-speed automatic transmission a better everyday companion. Still, we'd like to see Nissan
add an additional overdrive gear to improve highway fuel economy and allow for quieter and
more relaxed cruising at speed. Ride quality is better than you'd expect, even on the Pro-4X
model, but when you're going around turns, the Frontier's heavy, slow steering is a hindrance,
and there's no disguising the fact that this truck would rather be going straight. In addition, the
brake pedal has a spongy feel that doesn't inspire confidence, even though actual stopping
performance is adequate. Wind noise is also intrusive at highway speeds, and if you choose the
Pro-4X or the Desert Runner, you'll also get some noise from the knobby all-terrain tires. Of
course, some of these faults are forgiven when you get the Nissan Frontier on an off-road trail.
With 8. Despite its focused purpose, the Por-4X earned an above-average Edmunds. Don't
expect a lot of eye candy when you enter the Frontier's cabin. The materials are fairly drab in
appearance and only of adequate quality, even by pickup standards. Indeed, some of the
controls fail to provide the weighty, tactile feedback you'd expect in a sturdy truck. On the
upside, the layout is all fairly straightforward, from the design of the gauges and dash to the
familiar placement for the secondary controls, including the drive-mode switch for 4WD models.
Modern tech features like Bluetooth audio connectivity, hands-free text messaging capability
and smartphone app integration are available starting at the SV trim level. King Cab models

have rear-hinged doors that swing open and two old-school folding jump seats for rear
passengers who'd better like sitting bolt upright. That's why crew cabs are now the dominant
configuration; with four conventional doors, the Frontier crew cab's rear seats are far more
useful, particularly for ease of entry, though the seatbacks still butt directly against the rear
bulkhead and there's significantly less legroom than in the back of the Tacoma and Colorado
crew cabs. You're better off using the Frontier to haul cargo rather than people. You also can
get the long bed on the crew cab. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Nissan Frontier Crew Cab. Is it better to lease
or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Nissan lease specials Check out Nissan
Frontier lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Doesn't handle that well on paved roads
uncomfortable rear seats with tight legroom in crew cabs some cut-rate interior materials. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Frontier for sale near
you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. There are scattered content upgrades for the
Nissan Frontier lineup. The SV and Desert Runner trims get a new 5-inch color audio display
with the NissanConnect and Mobile Apps interface and smartphone integration, and a
navigation system is now standard in the Pro-4X. A sunroof is standard on the long-bed Frontier
SL. Read more. Write a review See all 32 reviews. This is my third 2nd gen Nissan. I had a 06
Xterra same platform with trouble free miles on it. I traded for a loaded 12 pro4x xterra. I put
miles on that in 1 yr. Now to the Frontier. I traded off the xterra as I needed to haul cans of gas
and diesel for work. My first experience is the truck is a little more bouncier than the xterra but
not bad at all. I avg about 18 on the fronty where 20 was the norm on the X. I'm Mr. I like
everything about the fronty so far and the 8 way seat makes a long haul a non issue. I'm 49 and
6' muscular build and I feel fine behind the wheel. I just wish they would add a telescoping
wheel to the list on the next gen. I haven't had the chance to off road the frontier but I am sure it
is as capable as the Xterra and it was quite the mountain goat. I have hauled my ZRXR a couple
of times in the bed. Although it is a little short the rail system is awesome. I also have towed my
MR on my Kendon trailer and it pulls with ease. Probably around pounds. I did notice some
mileage drop off though, which I never saw on the xterra while pulling my bike. I would also like
to add that these trucks hold their value well. So in closing these are some things I would like to
see on a new generation. Bring on that diesel. I just came back from the Dominican republic and
they have a diesel. What engine I don't know 2. Telescoping steering wheel 3. Keep the truck
looking like a truck and not a damn crossover vehicle 4, Update the interior materials. Read
less. Best midsize dollar for dollar. This is a great truck. Not fancy but it's reliable, fun, built
well, and still looks great. Plenty of power from the 4. Love my Frontier pro4x. The Nissan
Frontier is an old school truck. As many have pointed out it's an old design and there are
roomier and more modern competitors to consider. But in Pro-4X trim this old school truck
becomes an off road warrior. Including the luxury package adds electronically adjustable
leather seats with heaters, leather interior, sunroof, and a rugged roof rack. For a truck that
you're taking into the wilds, old school isn't a bad thing. The engine and drive system has been
proven and improved upon over the past decade. The 4. I have no worries that this truck will
take me there and back again without complaint. Fit and finish are top notch. The Rockford
Fosgate sound system is as good as they come, with excellent sound quality and plenty of bass
you can rock out while you're climbing over rocks and boulders. This is my 3rd Frontier and
have had 2 Xterra's in the past so I know what these trucks are capable of. When it came down
to getting my next vehicle, and in light of the new Tacoma and Frontier's coming out at the end
of the year, this was the truck I wanted. It provides the most bang for the buck and I know it's a
solid investment that will last for many years of on and off road adventure. The new trucks will
be nice, more luxurious, and a LOT more expensive. Not to mention that they'll be working out
the kinks in the new models for a while. The stock Hankook Dynapro ATM tires have grown a bit
louder, but that seems to be the norm for all-terrain tires. Other than regular maintenance the
vehicle has been perfect. Still rock solid, no rattles, fit and finish remain excellent. Maintenance

costs have been extremely low, especially considering I only have it serviced at my local dealer.
Not sure if the low cost is just for this dealer, or reflects generally low maintenance costs for
this vehicle. Offroad capabilities are as expected. Mileage typically varies from It may be
somewhat overwhelmed trying to deal with the 10, songs on my iPhone. Since purchasing the
Frontier I've had the opportunity to review all the new truck models. While there are newer and
more modern trucks available, the Frontier remains an excellent choice, offering as many if not
more premium features for fewer dollars. This Frontier is a rock solid mid size pickup. Its 4. I
love the leather interior, heated seats and outstanding stereo with navigation. The engine is
very strong. The only draw back to this pickup, is its gas mileage, but the reliability of this
pickup a long with its 6. I easily fitted a full size 8 foot couch in the rear truck bed with the
tailgate down and used the Frontier's adjustable tie down system to securely hold the new
couch for the trip home. This is a real stout mid size pickup with steel bumpers front, and rear
only on the SL model. I highly recommend this mid size pickup. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 20 reviews. Sponsored cars related
to the Frontier. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2012 f150 owners manual pdf
acura tsx radio
1999 honda civic engine diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

